There are over 100 primary classroom resources to support you to lead
schools linking with your class on the website
www.thelinkingnetwork.org.uk . This booklet shares a selection of the
resources available in the password protected area.
To access these, visit our website and expand the ‘Resources’ dropdown
menu, click on ‘Schools Linking Project Resources’, then click ‘Linking
Resources Log in’ and enter the following details.
Username: Linking Resources
Password : Linking Resources
The resources include lesson handouts, PowerPoints, assemblies, display
materials, linking homework, music, template letters and more.

Follow us on twitter - @Linking_Network
Join our Facebook group for teachers – ‘Schools Linking’
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Digital Linking
Digital linking is a wonderful way that the linking experience can be
enhanced, which in turn makes the project more meaningful and exciting
for children. As well as exchanging information via the post, you could
also do one (or more) of the following:
* exchanging photographs
* creating videos to share with your link class
* keep the link going by emailing one another
* Skyping/Facetiming one another in the lead up to your first meeting
The possibilities really are endless! As you plan the autumn term with
your link partner, please try to include at least one digital exchange.

We have resources, including the PowerPoint above, to support your
Digital Linking work in class: https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primarylinking/
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Curiosity Questions
Curiosity Questions- introduce the linking project, the linking class and
the linking school. Create a range of questions to send to your link
class.
Optional: use the book ‘You Choose’ to explore what a good question
might look and sound like.

This PowerPoint can be found on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primary-linking/
Examples of outcomes:

Curiosity Questions booklets

Children work in groups to create
shared questions on A3 paper
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Identity Cards or Questions
Celebrating Me, Celebrating Us:
Identity Cards or Identity Questions- as a class, explore the different
aspects of identity that contribute to making each person unique.

‘When is an apple not
an apple?’ P4C
discussion.
From Eleanor Knowles,
Another Spanner in the
works
Works.
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Identity Maps
Celebrating Me, Celebrating Us:
Identity Maps- this a great way for children to be able to demonstrate
ideas about themselves visually.

Templates, examples and
lesson resources to support
identity work in the classroom
can be found on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.
uk/primary-linking/
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Names
Names- explore how names contribute to each
person’s identity. The Name Jar by Yangsook
Choi, is a fantastic book, which can be used to
start the conversation about names, their
history and their meanings:






Does your name have a meaning?
Do you know where it comes from?
Do you like/dislike your name?
Have other people ever called you something different?

When using with children teach/remind them to only share what they
want to share. This activity needs sensitivity for looked after children.

Exchange names of children and adults in
link class or exchange bookmarks- names
and meanings on one side and the
phonetic spelling (to help with
pronunciation) on the other.
To help your link class further with
pronunciation of names, you could email
an audio clip of each child saying their
own name.
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Names
This poem, taken from the great poetry anthology The
Same Inside by Liz Brownlee, Roger Stevens and Matt
Goodfellow, could be linked with the names’ activity.
A class names poem could be written and exchanged
with your link school.

Names
Names from all around the world
Solemn names, names to be sung
Names of the children in our school
Names to roll around the tongue
Jolie, Marzena, Angelique, Estela
Diego, Dabromil, Artemis, Evita
Delia, Bahati, Ekundayo, Maria
Dido, Meshullam, Takumi, Aika
Meifeng means beautiful wind
Makary, blessed, Changming, bright
Bahati for luck, Osamare, a rainbow,
Udo for peace, Leokadia, light…
Roger Stevens
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Jigsaws
Jigsaws- a great way for children to share things about themselves in a
simple but eye-catching way. This makes for a great display too!

This is just one way that the
jigsaws can be displayed.
Templates and display lettering
are available on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.
uk/primary-linking/
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Linking Passports

Fancy something a little
different? You may want
to exchange passports
with your link class- a
great way for the
children to find out
additional information
about one another.
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I Am I Wonder
Our ‘I am, I wonder’ poem structure was inspired by ‘Where I’m from’
by George Ella Lyon.
I am
I wonder
I hear
I see
I want
I am
I pretend
I feel
I touch
I worry
I cry
I am
I understand
I say
I dream
I try
I hope
I am

(two special characteristics of you)
(something you are curious about)
(an imaginary or actual sound)
(an imaginary or actual sight)
(a desire)
(the first line of the poem is repeated)
(something you could actually pretend to do)
(a feeling about the imaginary)
(an imaginary touch)
(something that could really bother you)
(something that makes you sad)
(the first line of the poem is repeated)
(something you know is true)
(something you believe in)
(something you could dream about)
(something you could make an effort to do)
(something you hope for)
(the first line of the poem repeated)
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I Am I Wonder
I am filled with love and loyalty
I wonder what Maths is coming my way
I want to know what the future holds
I hear the sweet chirps of birds
I pretend to be the older sister
I cry when I am happy and sad
I touch the stars high above me
I hope that I can achieve all my dreams
I say my dreams aloud
I am filled with love and loyalty
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I Am
This activity is inspired by the ‘Orange advert’. It works well as a
structure for children to reflect on who has contributed to their
identity as an individual.
I AM MARK BEAUMONT
I am Mark Beaumont
I am my mother Una
And my sisters Heather and Hannah.
I am my grandfather
who gave me a heavy bike on Christmas.
And the neighbour who took the stabilisers off.
I am my friend Bobby
who helped me through my training.
And the school kids from Dundee, who raised money for my trip.
I am the women, who knocked me off my bike in Louisiana
And her son who fixed it.
I am the people of the Nalabar, who gave me water when I needed it
most.
I am Mark Beaumont
And this year I broke the round the world cycling record
I am who I am because of everyone.
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I Am

These slides have been
taken from the
PowerPoint for this poetry
lesson, which can be
found:
https://thelinkingnetwork
.org.uk/primary-linking/
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People Equal
People Equal by James Berry and Christopher Corr is a great poem for
exploring equality and diversity through the lens of personality.

People Equal: James Berry and Christopher Corr
Some people shoot up tall.
Some hardly leave the ground at all
Yet people equal. Equal.

Example pupil outcomes and
lesson resources for People
Equal are available on our
website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk
/primary-linking/
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People Equal
Poem written by Year 5 pupil from Allerton Primary inspired by
People Equal by James Berry & Christopher Corr.

One person can be bold.
Another shivers in the corner cold.
Yet people equal. Equal.
Some people question?
Some people mention.
Yet people equal. Equal.
Some people care.
Some people don’t share.
Yet people equal. Equal.
Some people are confident and their life is zappy
Others are nervous and their life is not happy
Yet people equal. Equal.
Some people think Man U rule
Some people think Liverpool are cool
Yet people equal. Equal
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Portrait Gallery
Exploration of identity and diversity can be done in a really thoughtful
through the use of portraits. These can then either be displayed in
class as an important reminder of the way each child forms a special
part of the class, school and wider community. You may also choose to
exchange portraits with your link class. Lesson plans are available on
our website: https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primary-linking/

Portrait created
in the style of
artist Paul Klee.

Portrait created in
the style of artist
David Hockney.

Picasso inspired
portrait.
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Scenario Cards
Prepare link classes to meet for the first time by using these scenario
cards so that children have the chance to practise what they would do
and say in different situations.
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Circle Games
* A circle gives the chance for everyone to take part – it is inclusive and a
good start to a session and to mix up a group.
* If both sets of children have already played a game in class, they have a
shared currency.
Change Places- Use aspects of the children’s and adults’ identity to get them
to change places across a circle. Change places if you... have/are/like, etc.
E.g. Change places if… you have a brother… you like football… you like fruit…
you like chocolate… etc.
To liven it up the game even further, you could add an action for children to
perform whilst they are changing places
Visible/Invisible Similarities and Differences- Children work in pairs and
interview each other to find three visible ways they are the same and three
visible ways they are different, followed by three invisible ways they are the
same then different. Then, they gather into a larger group and share the
similarities and differences they have found.
Follow up later in the classroom. Visible similarities – what did you share?
What things were different? (You can include skin colour here and consider
feelings about skin, etc.)
1 2 3- Children work with a partner, facing each other. The teacher should
start by making clear that this is for fun and not a maths test!
 One child starts by saying “1”, the other says “2”, the first says “3”,
and so on. They should practise this for a short time.
 Explain that now, instead of “1”, they should clap their hands. Allow
time for them to practise.
 Now instead of “2”, they should stomp a foot.
 Finally, instead of “3”, they make a big arc with their hands and make
a big “whoosh!” sound.
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Circle Games
Birthday Game- The teacher calls out any month of the year. All the children
with birthdays in that month turn and run round the outside of the circle in a
clockwise direction until they reach their place again. Liven it up by calling
three or four months at the same time!
Cross the Circle- Everyone is numbered around the circle as 1, 2, 3, 4. When
you call their number, everyone must cross the circle in role as... a panther, a
moonwalker, someone stuck in the mud, a fashion model, etc.
Animal Match- Give out a set of cards with different animals on. The aim is
for them to find all the children with the same animal by just making the
sound or action of the animal without showing the card!
Mirror Partner- In twos, partner 1 mimes actions in morning in bathroom
mirror and number 2 copies. Rub eyes, stretch and yawn, wash face and
hands, brush teeth, etc. Change over.
What’s Different Partner?- In twos, ask them to stand back-to-back and
change three things about their appearance. Partners turn around when
ready and try to guess the three things that have changed.
Three Facts- In twos, each child says three facts about themselves, one of
which is not true. Each child takes turns in guessing which one isn’t true.
Three Questions- In twos, children find out three things out about their
partner. For example, their favourite colour, food, film, country to visit, or
dream. The object of the exercise is to get them talking!
Moving to The Left/Right- Start a child off by saying they have to change
places with the person four places to their right. They have to repeat the
instruction to that person and change places. The replaced person then
moves four places to their right and so on. You can gradually set off as many
people as possible with different instructions to the left and right.
PowerPoints: https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primary-linking/
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Reflection
Allowing time for children to reflect on their thoughts and feelings
about linking is a really important part of the linking process.
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Reflection
Here are some suggestions of other ways you may choose to use to
give time to hear from children about their thoughts and feelings.

Suggestions of ways to give time to hear
from children about their feelings and
thoughts:








‘Blob Tree’ by Pip Wilson
Journals
‘Emotion Line’
Circle Time
Talking partners
Individual, informal teacher pupil
conversations
P4C

We have resources to support the
reflection process in class
available on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/
primary-linking/
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Local Area
In the lead up to the first visit, explore the location of your link school.
Find a map of your area and include questions such as:
 Can you find our school on the map?
 Can you have a go at finding where our link school might be?
 Once you have found both schools, estimate the distance…
An example PowerPoint is available on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primary-linking/ - see below.
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Kindness
Kind
Kind is a book about kindness- an
absolute must for every classroom
reading corner! Written by Alison
Green, with a foreword by Axel
Scheffler, this book has a host of
positive and hopeful ideas. From
kindness jars to telling someone a
story to cheer them up to a simple
thing as giving someone a smile!
This book shows that, however
small we are, or however shy, we
can all make the world a better,
kinder place.

“Imagine a world where everyone is kind.
Can we make that come true?”
38 illustrators donated their work for free in aid of the Three Peas
charity.
In class, why not:
* Create a class kindness charter
* Create a kindness tree, which is added to over the course of the year
* Have an act of kindness to follow each week?
You could even challenge your link class to complete kindness
challenges!
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Recommended Books
We believe that books are an excellent resource to use to help explore
identity, diversity, community and equality with your pupils in your
own school and as part of the linking programme. They can also be a
great tool to use when having sensitive conversations in class. Here are
some of our recommendations (more can be found on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/resource-category/books-andmore/):

Words and Your Heart: Kate Jane
Neal. This is a fantastic book, which
can be used to start a classroom
conversation about the power words
can have an others and the
importance of choosing them
carefully if we want to have a positive
impact and not hurt others.

Planning on using this
book? Why not take a look
at the PowerPoint on our
website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.
org.uk/resource/wordsand-your-heart/
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Recommended Books
How to be a Lion by Ed Vere is a thoughtful,
challenging book, which can be used to have
discussions about the importance of
individuality and independence. This book
could be used alongside the identity maps
activity.

“There are so many ways that you can be you…”

Feelings by Libby Walden is a brilliant
book, which can be used to discuss the
different emotions we all experience and
what these feelings might mean. As a
class, you can talk about ways that
feelings can be expressed and strategies
that can be used to deal with trickier
emotions. This book could be used to aid
the reflection process in class.
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Friendship
Something Else
Something Else by Kathryn Cave is a
great picture book and one we
highly recommend. The story is
centred on a ‘creature’ who goes by
the name of Something Else who just
wants to find somewhere to belong
but is told ‘you’re not like us.’ It is a
brilliant book to use to explore
fitting it and can be used to unpick
how others might cope if they feel
they don’t fit in. As well as this,
children can start to think about how
they can be welcoming to someone
who is new or be friends with
someone who is being excluded.
Discussion questions:
* What do they all have in common?
* Why do you think they have said he is ‘not like us’?
* What advice would you give to the people in the story?
Further resources can be found on our website:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primary-linking/
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Something Else
The following activities could be done in class after reading the book
(you may even choose to exchange one of these with your link class if
they are also reading the same book in class):
* Use freeze frames and role play to understand how Something Else
might have felt and what he might have been thinking at different
points in the story
* Play the game visible/invisible similarities and differences
* Create your own Something Else creatures using brown paper bags to
highlight uniqueness and individuality
* Write a recipe for friendship for all of the characters in the story.
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Celebrating Individuality
Incredible You
Incredible You by Rhys
Brisenden is a wonderful,
inspiring picture book, which
carries a gently empowering
message- you don’t need to
change to be something
wonderful. Beautifully written
and illustrated, this book is a
fantastic starting point to
beginning to think about all
the things that make each
person unique and amazing.

“You’re TRULY AMAZING,
think of all the things you can do!”
After reading this book, you could:
* Create identity maps to highlight all the things that make each
person special
* Draw self-portraits, which then form part of an Incredible
You/Incredible Us display
* Create your own Incredible You class book, which details all the
things children in the class can do
* Make individual ‘Incredible’ bookworms
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Looking Ahead
Spring and Summer Terms
As you begin planning for the new linking year, you may want to think
about and plan in other events you may want to take part in together
over the course of the year- whether this is a celebration event at the
end of the linking year or attending an event that is taking place in the
local area together. Here are some ideas for you to consider:

* Shared food with a performance/shared class assembly from children
from both schools to both sets of parents and/or invited guests
* A shared picnic and/or games in a local park or one of your schools
* Join in with events that are taking place locally
* Share a national event together e.g. Great Get Together event, The
Big Lunch, Refugee Week
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Homework
We have recently developed some new homework resources, which
can be sent home and are a great way of involving parents so that they
feel part of the linking process. You may decide to select a piece of
homework that both you and your link teacher will send home and
then share the results at a later point. Homework can be found on our
website, below is a selection that we have available:
https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/primary-linking/
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Homework
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Supporting Dialogue
Dialogue can have lots of benefits, which include the following:
* To deepen understanding
* To reach an agreement or develop a shared response
* To explore different views and beliefs
* To practice how to disagree well
* To practice skills in oracy, critical thinking, confidence and listening
* To build relationships.
Below are some guidelines which you may use in class, alongside
guidelines of your own:

Remind your class about the guidelines that you have about talk…
- We listen to each other and we listen more than we speak.
- Be curious and try to learn about people.
- We use I statements - we don’t speak for other people.
- We seek to understand one another not necessarily to agree.
- It’s OK to change our minds.
- Be aware of body language and appropriate language to be used.
- Remember you decide what you want to share.
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Supporting Dialogue
These words and phrases may be useful in supporting pupils with
discussions in class. You could display them in the classroom for
children to refer to.

Taken from Conscience: A World War I critical thinking project.
A primary school focused teachers’ resource. Quaker Peace and
Social Witness, London, 2014.
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Active Citizenship and
Social Action
For the spring and summer terms, our key focus is going to be on
active citizenship, which can also be known as social action. This refers
to the activities that young people do to make a positive difference to
others or the environment. There are many ways this can be done, this
includes volunteering, fundraising, campaigning or supporting peers.
Over the next few months, we will be developing new resources for
our linking teachers, which we will share with you during CPD2. If you
have any great ideas or have done a social action activity in the past,
we would love to hear about it! Here are some ideas you may want to
consider for next term:

Young Citizens currently offer
free online training for Primary
School teachers. This hour long
course covers the importance
of social action and how to
introduce the topic for children.

Find out more:
https://www.youngcitizens.org
/free-social-action-training
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